February 13, 2014

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)

Highway Work Permit #2014-10-37888 and Lease #L03110R

DEBRIS REMOVAL and SUBSEQUENT LEASING of STATE-OWNED PROPERTY in INWOOD NY by NYSDOT
(Inwood Mound Project: Phase One & Phase Two RFP)

RFP MODIFICATION No. 1

Dear Sir or Madam:

Reference is made to the subject solicitation wherein the amendments and changes detailed below are hereby incorporated. A one-page mandatory acknowledgement form is included.

NYSDOT has previously released the following Announcements, which are now incorporated into this RFP:

- Announcement #1: Announced a change in RFP schedule
- Announcement #2: Announced a change in RFP schedule

Please note the following revised RFP schedule:

- December 16, 2013: NYS Contract Reporter Announcement
- December 16, 2013: RFP release
- December 19, 2013: Pre proposal webinar (contingent upon demand)
- January 9, 2014@ Midnight ET: Deadline for questions about the RFP
- February 10, 2014: Deadline for release of answers to RFP questions
- **February 25, 2014 @ 2:00 PM ET: Deadline for the submission of proposals**
- March/April 2014: Bidder Selection
Request for Proposals (RFP) Main Body Changes:
1. Revised Table of Contents (page 3).

Request for Proposals (RFP) Attachment Changes:
1. New Attachment 4A ‘Harbor Environmental Letter’ is being added to the RFP.
2. Changes to Attachment 11C (page 28), wherein lease clause #7 (page 28) has been clarified, lease clause #8 has been stricken (as the result of clarifying Lease clause #7; page 28), and the remaining lease clauses renumbered. Also, new Appendix A has been released thus Appendix A has been updated and now includes Iran Divestment language, thus previous Appendix 2 has been stricken and previous Appendix 3 has been re-labeled as Appendix 2.
3. New Attachment 18 ‘Questions & Answers’ is being added to the RFP.
4. New Attachment 19 ‘List of Interested Parties’ is being added to the RFP.

No other provision of the solicitation is otherwise changed or modified. Direct all questions regarding this RFP and these changes in writing via e-mail to: Mr. Al Hasenkopf via: alfred.hasenkopf@dot.ny.gov.

A one-page MANDATORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT reply form is also attached. Please acknowledge receipt of this correspondence per the instructions given below. Thank you.

Attachment
* MANDATORY *

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT
RFP MODIFICATION No. 1

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)

Highway Work Permit #2014-10-37888
and
Lease #L03110R

DEBRIS REMOVAL and SUBSEQUENT LEASING of STATE-OWNED PROPERTY in
INWOOD NY by NYSDOT
(Inwood Mound Project: Phase One & Phase Two RFP)

An authorized representative of your firm or organization must acknowledge receipt and acceptance of this Modification No. 1 by signing and returning **ONLY THIS ONE PAGE** of this Modification to the undersigned via inclusion in the Contract Section of your firm’s Part II Cost and Contract Proposal to NYSDOT.

ACKNOWLEDGED AND ACCEPTED: NYS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:

BY: ____________________________
NAME: __________________________
TITLE: __________________________
FIRM: __________________________

BY: original signed by: Alfred P. Hasenkopf, for WILLIAM A. HOWE
Director, NYSDOT Contract Management Bureau